How adolescents obtained their primary vaping devices
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Figure 1. How adolescents obtained their primary vaping devices (n ¼ 1692).

frequency of using specific device types did not match the to me” or “It was given to me”), and other means (“I stole it” or
device type they reported using most frequently) were grouped “Some other way”). Those who bought their primary device
with respondents stating that they used “other” vaping devices were asked about purchase location: mall kiosk; vapor shop or
most frequently. We asked participants “How important is the vapor lounge; tobacco specialty store, smoke shop, cigar shop,
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brand?” with response options “not at all important” or “a little liquor store; grocery store, drug store, dollar store, or mass
important” coded as 0 and “somewhat important,” “very merchandiser; Internet; or some other place. We asked particiimportant,” or “extremely important” coded as 1.
pants who had tried to buy a vaping device at least once
Other items on vaping included typical nicotine use (usually whether they had ever been asked for identification (ID) when
uses with nicotine, without nicotine, or both with and without purchasing or been refused purchase due to age.
nicotine) and social context of use (uses only or mainly alone,
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often, or very often) of passing around or sharing vaping device that belonged to someone else in the past 30 days (never,
devices while using. We assessed perceived prevalence by ask- rarely, sometimes, often, or very often). A follow-up question
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with marijuana or hash)?” (range: 0-10).
because borrowing enables adolescents to access or acquire
vaping devices, whereas passing and sharing represent social
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